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Abstract: We consider the integral equation 

p(t)= fo'K(t-T)p(T)dr+r(t) 

vvhere both K(t) and r(t) behave as exp(at 3 ) as t ~ oo (a> 0). So straightforward application of the Laplace 
transform technique is not possible. By introducing a complex parameter the equation is solved in the complex 
domain. Analytic continuation with respect to this parameter yields the desired solution. For a particular example 
(which arose in a statistical problem on estimating monotone densities) we describe the construction of the explicit 
solution of the equation. 
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1. Introduction 

We are interested in the solution p0 of the integral equation 

Po (t) = (2'IT )-1/2 {Po(Y) e-Cl/2)1y(1-y) (t - y )l/2dy + ro(t) (1) 

vvhere t > 0 and 

ro(t) = -( hr )1/2 + t312 -(2'IT )-112 lat(t - y )1;2 y-3/2 [1 - e-(1/2)ry(1-y)] dy. (2) 

This equation arose in a statistical problem on the estimation of monotone densities considered 
in Groeneboom [1]. 

First we give an expansion of p0 ( t) in powers of t, yielding a good approximation for small 
and intermediate values of t. Our main concern is an expansion at infinity. We obtain a 
convergent expansion which can be used for all positive values of t. 

2. Expansion at t = 0 and at infinity 

The function r0 (t) - t 312 is an entire function; this follows immediately from (2). Substituting 
the Taylor expansion of r0 (t) - t 312 into (1) we obtain 

00 00 

Po ( t) = - (!'IT )1/2 L ant3n + t-3/2 L /3nt3n (3) 
n=O n=l 
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with a0 = 1, a 1 = ls, /31 = ~, /32 = 1: 9 • It follows that both series in (3) represent entire functions 
of t. Representation (3) was useful in obtaining numerical information on p0 (t) for small and 
intermediate values of t. Higher coefficients an, /Jn can be computed by recursion. 

By substituting an asymptotic expansion of r0 (t) into (1) we obtain for p0 (t) the expansion 

Po(t)- -t-312, t ~ oo. 

All remaining coefficients of t-powers seem to vanish. So we obtained the conjecture that 
p 0 (t) = -t- 312 + q(t) with q(t) = rP(t-n) as t ~ oo, for any n. For the statistical problem this 
information on p0 and q was not sufficient and it appeared that it was rather difficult to obtain 
the asymptotic behaviour of q directly from (1). 

3. A convolution equation 

When we write - tty(t - y) = t;(t- y) 3 + t;y 3 - it 3 we obtain for (1) 

Po(t) e<t/6)13 = (2'IT)-1;2{Po(Y) e<1/6)y3(t- y)112 e0/6)(1-y>3dy+ e<l/6)13ro(t). (4) 

Introducing the functions 

P1(t) = Po(t) e<t/6J13, '1 ( t) = 'o ( t) e<t/6)13, (5) 

we have the convolution type equation 

P1(t)= fo1Pt(y)K1(t-y)dy+r1(t). (6) 

A usual approach for such linear equations is the Laplace transform technique. It is readily seen 
that the Laplace transform of K 1(t) is not defined. The same is true for p 1(t), r1(t). 

To avoid this complication we consider the modified equation 

p(t)= l'p(y)K(t-y)dy+r(t) (7) 

where 

(8) 

with A. E S = { ;\ E C I A. * 0, - 'IT < arg A. < 'TT}. Then (7) has to be solved for A. = 1, t > 0. 

Remark. Equation (7) can be solved by constructing a series expansion as in (3) or by the 
Neumann-series of iterated kernels. For each t > 0, the terms in these expressions are analytic 
functions of A., A. ES. The series converge uniformly with respect to A. in compact sets of S. 
Hence, p(t) is analytic in any finite point A.ES. 

4. Laplace transform techniques 

We continue the analysis for A. E A, where 

A = {A. E CIA. * 0, i'IT < arg A. < t'IT} . 
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Then the Laplace transform of 

K ( t) = (2'TT) -112 A. ( A.t )1;2 e<t/6)7-.313 

exists, i.e., we can define 

K(s)= Lxie-s1K(t)dt, A.EA 
0 
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(9) 

(10) 

and K(s) is an entire function of s. Some asymptotic analysis is needed to show that 
r( t) = £!7[t" exp( $iA.3t 3 )] as t-+ oo, A.EA, where a is some real number. Hence r(s) exists as well 
(A.EA) and is an entire function of s. 

Using the convolution rule for Laplace transformations we obtain for the solution of (7) 

1 fc+ioo 
p(t)= -. e"1p(s)ds, A.EA 

2'TTI c-ioo (11) 

where 

fJ(s) = r(s)/(1- K(s)) (12) 

and where c should be large enough to locate all poles of the meromorphic function p(s) to the 
left of the path of integration. 

To compute r( s) it is convenient to introduce 

( ) = ( \ ) a (1/6),\-'1) </>"' t /\. t e , (13) 

where in the integral Re a> -1, A.EA. The function r(t) can be written in the form 

r ( t) = </>312 ( t) + (2/'TT) 112 A.21 [ </>112 * </>1; 2] ( t) - ~ (2'TT )-1/2 A. (2 + A.3t 3 ) [ <l>-1;2 * <P-1;2] ( t), 

(14) 

where * denotes the convolution operator. Using 

(15) 

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to s. After elementary calculations we obtain 

r(s) = ~312 (s) - (2'TT )- 112 ~112 (s )[ A.~312 (s )-2s~-1;2 (s )] . 

Taking into account the relation K(s) = (2'TT)- 1 l2 A.~112 (s), see (9) and (13), we can write (12) as 

A 1 A ( ) 

• • </>312 (s) -sA.- <j>_ 112 s 
P ( s) = - <1>- 3;2 ( s) + 2 I - .K ( s) (16) 

Remark. ~ _ 312( s) is defined by means of the recursion in (15) and not by the integral in (13). 
However it is easily verified that for any c, t > 0, A.EA 

1 f"+ ioo A ( -2 . e"'1<j>_ 312 (s )ds = <j>_ 312 t). 
'TT I " -- i "° 

(17) 
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5. Airy functions 

A ~emarkable simplification of (16) is possible by using Airy functions. For properties of these 
functions we refer to Olver [2]. Starting with the well-known differential equation y - zy = 0, we 
can easily show that w<3) - 4zw - 2w = 0 is solved by a product of Airy functions. For a = - t 
the third order differential equation in (15) can be reduced to the above w-equation. By 
comparing Taylor series of ~- 1;2 (s) and the Airy functions we obtain 

4>-1;2 (s) = 2516'1T 312 A. - 1Ai(z )[ Bi(z) + iAi( z )] , z = 2- 113;x.-1s. 

By using the Wronskian 'lT- 1 =Ai(z)Bi(z)-Ai(z)Bi(z) and by expressing 4>112 (s) in terms of 
Airy functions, it follows that 

1-K(s)=2'1TiAi(z){Ai(z)-iBi(z)}. (18) 
Furthermore it follows from the recursions for 4>.,.(s) 

4>3;2 ( s) - s ;x.-14> _ 112 ( s) = i27 ; 6'1T 3; 2 A. - 1Ai ( z ){Ai ( z) - i Bi ( z)} . 

After these preparations the function jJ(s) of (16) can be written as 

jJ(s)= -4>_ 312{s)+2716'1T112;x.- 1Ai(z)/Ai(z), z=2- 113;x.-1s. (19) 

With (11) and (17) we obtain 

2716'1T 112 A.- 1 Jc+iao Ai(z) 
p(t) = -<P-3;2(t) + 2 . es1-.(-) ds, 

'lTl c-iao Al Z 
(20) 

where c > 0, A EA, t > 0. The Airy function Ai(z) has an infinite number of negative zeros a1, 

a 2, .... These zeros are simple and there are no other zeros (Olver [2, p. 414]). The poles of the 
integrand in (19) occur at sn = 2113A.an (n = 1, 2, ... ), which for A.EA are located in the half 
plane Res< 0. When we shift the contour of integration of (20) to the left we obtain a series of 
residues. It easily follows from asymptotic properties of the Airy functions and of the zeros that 
the infinite series of residues converges, while the integral tends to zero as the contour is shifted 
progressively to the left. So we obtain the representation 

co 

p(t) = -q,_ 312 (t) + 2(2'1T )112 I: es"', t > o. (21) 
n=I 

We now drop the condition A. E A. The above series represents an analytic fm;1ction of A for 
the domain Re A > 0, while the solution p ( t) is obtained for A. E A. Also, cf> _ 312 ( t) is an analytic 
function of A. in Re A. > 0. From the Remark in Section 3 it follows that p itself is analytic in 
Re A.> 0. By using the principle of analytic continuation it now follows that in (21) we can take 
A.= 1. In this case we have p(t) = p1(t) = p0 (t) exp{it3). Thus we have for the solution of (1) 

00 

Po(t)= -r3/2+2(2'1T)1;2 e-<1/6)13 L e211Ja"1, t>O. (22) 
n=l 

6. Concluding remarks 

(1) We have solved (1) for the special case (2). With this function just one se~ies of p~les and 
residues occurs in (20), (21). A general function r0 will not divide out the term Ai(z) - iBi(z) in 
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(18). This function vanishes at the zeros of Ai(z exp(t'TTi)) (Olver [2, p. 414]). In the s-plane the 
zeros of this function occur at s~ = 2113 f.a~ exp( -11Ti), where a~ are the negative zeros of Ai(z). 
So, arg s~ = 11T + arg f.. For f. EA we have Res~< 0. In that case two series of residues appear 
in the solution. However, when f. leaves. the sector A at arg f.= t'IT, the zeros s~ enter the half 
plane Res> 0. So, when the poles s~ are not cancelled by the zeros of r(s), a representation in 
the form of two residue series is only possible when f. EA, but not when arg f.< i'IT. Conse
quently, the analytic continuation of the results from f. EA to f.= 1 will be much more 
complicated in the general case than in the case of r0 as given in (2). 

(2) In (7) and (8) we have introduced the complex parameter f.. A similar approach is possible 
by making t complex and solving (6) for t EA. The Laplace transform technique has to be 
modified then. To avoid this we have chosen the >-.-approach. 
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